BACKWASH OF A DREAM
staircase, and noticed with compassion that he had a false nose,
an extra thin grotesque nose jutting out from the end of his normal
nose. But tactfully remembering Cyrano, I said nothing about it.
We all laughed—(I don't know who "all" was)—when I remarked
how I thought the quickest way to ask his permission was just
to drop in!
—And waking up and falling asleep again, in a second dream
I was telling someone about this first dream; excited and interested
to find how completely it disproved what I had once read "some-
where in Huxley" (Aldous), that you can have no sense of humour
in a dream; so that my genuine amusement over what I had said
about "dropping in to ask" when the drop was from England to
America in war-time (which still seemed funny in this second dream
when I thought I was awake) was a valuable discovery, proving
Aldous Huxley wrong; it should be placed on the records of
psychological research.
—I woke up again and told myself that I really must remember,
in the morning, to scribble a note of this od4 double dream. I read
a bit, and hearing voices in my sister's room next door, wondered
whether the dog was ill and went in to visit her, which the dog
thought a fine cheerful idea, -and me a fine cheerful person unin-
hibited by the usual notions that 2 a.m. was not getting-up time.
Then I returned to bed, and after an interval fell asleep.
In my third dream I dreamt I was awake at last, and in the
courtyard of Albany with my friends the Vernons; and Olive
Wadsley arrived looking very thin and ill; so we had deck-chairs
brought out, and I told them about my two consecutive dreams,
and how curious it was that in my second dream, when I dreamt
I was awake, I should still have gone on thinking that my remark
in the first dream, about dropping in to America, was genuinely
humorous; whereas now that I was redly awake, it hardly seemed
funny at all. I added that I did not believe I had read in Husky
that it was impossible to have a sense of tumour in dreams, but
somewhere else, more recently.
. . . Then this third dream turned into the usml wumbk of
anxieties and lost handbags and my last cook but two spring-
cleaning my rooms when I had hoped to show them looking nice
to the Vernons—
Till I woke up, I suppose I am awake no^. But you know
what the Red King said
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